INVESTOR SERVICES

J.P. Morgan ACCESS® Market Intelligence
A fast and efficient way to monitor global events that impact international investor
Market Intelligence is a component of the J.P. Morgan ACCESS portal, our single and secure point
of access for your transactional, compliance and portfolio management needs.

Market Intelligence offers a broad range of market information to global investors, including
access to a robust suite of essential market information that helps clients identify key risks and
issues at all stages of the investment decision-making process.

BENEFITS AND FEATURES
Benefit
Market Expertise and Information

Features
• Our information portal brings the extensive expertise of
J.P. Morgan’s Network Management team to clients through a
comprehensive suite of information products.
• State of the art technology lets users customize access to
markets and topics of interest.
• Comprehensive search options mine our extensive database for
information across a wide range of products and markets.

Ready Access to Market Announcements, • A central landing page – the Market Intelligence Bulletin Board –
Alerts and Updates
houses important announcements, events, alerts and recent
updates to market information across our extensive network of
established and emerging markets.
Proprietary Risk Mitigation Tools

• Access to J.P. Morgan’s proprietary Settlement Market Practice
Assessments (SSMPAs) and Depository Safekeeping
Assessments (DSAs).
• These assessments rate settlement systems and depository
practices in each market against an established set of
standards. The assessments are based on defined
methodologies that ensure a consistent approach to analyzing
local depositories and settlement pratices in the markets we
offer.

Comprehensive Product Information
via the Market Intelligence Dashboard

• Our dynamic, leading-edge data and reporting tool puts critical
product information at your fingertips. Customize, filter, sort
and extract information about core Custody Services including:
Deadlines, Cash Standard Settlement Instructions, Core Services
(by market) and Taxation Services (by market).

Additional J.P. Morgan Resources

• Morgan Markets – Also available through J.P. Morgan ACCESS
is our award-winning Investment Bank research and market
data portal – MorganMarkets. The site covers all of the markets
we represent, including equities, foreign exchange, fixed
income, emerging markets, and futures and options and
provides 24/7 access to actionable ideas, strategy
recommendations and analysis.
• E-Tax – A web-based tax intelligence product, E-Tax offers direct
client access to real time tax market intelligence for all investor
profiles – including a searchable index of historical tax
NewsFlashes, withholding tax rates on investment income and
market requirements.

Highlights
The Market Intelligence Bulletin Board is
your home page for current market
updates and important system
information. From the Market
Intelligence home page, quickly access:
• Comprehensive market information
about local market practices and
nuances, profiles, comparisons and
the holiday trading calendar.
• NewsFlashes with time-sensitive
details about important market events
and changes in settlement practices
for more than 100 markets in our
global network.
• Settlement systems and local
depository safekeeping risk
assessments that measure and identify
a majority of the risks associated with
each market.
• Investor Kits that outline market entry
requirements when opening
segregated securities and cash
accounts.
• A state-of-the-art Market Intelligence
Dashboard that delivers essential
product information via a customized
reporting feature with advanced
filtering options.
• Key information about our
subcustodians, available in the
comprehensive Annual Review of
Global Custody Network.

To learn more, speak to your representative
or visit us at jpmorgan.com
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